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A Simple,
Reliable and Rugged
Electronic Video Housing
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FHOGNIX1O
A new type of underwater video

housing, called the Phoenix 10, has
surfaced from Rankin Industries. It is de-
signed to fit the Sony TR or FX cam-
corder. After 10 years of research and
development, this newly formed compa-
ny decided it could make a simple, reli-
able yet rugged electronic video housing
that could be reasonably priced.

Marcus Rankin, the inventor and avid
videographer, wanted to make sure
those who bought his housings would
have less worry about taking underwa-
ter videos. With the Phoenix 10 you
won't have to ask yourself:

Will my camera stay dry?
Can I see what I am shooting?
Did I connect the wires correctly?
Will someone on the boat break it?
Will I know which button does what?
This high impact PVC plastic housing

was designed and manufactured using
a sophisticated computer design pro-
gram. The housing has 5/8 inch thick
walls and is depth rated to 200 feet. Its
controls and handles are also made of
corrosion resistant molded plastic. Only
the screws and clamps are made of
stainless steel. Everything at Rankin
Industries is done under the same roof,
so it can control quality and make minor
changes to the molds easily.

The Phoenix 10 has several innova-
tive concepts not found in most video
housings today. We first noticed the
housing has no control glands. All three
video camera controls are magnetically
controlled on the sides of the Phoenix
10 housing. Each control has a small
magnet on the back side and, when
aligned with a magnetic sensor in the
housing, activates that specific function.

No through-hull penetrations are made
for these controls, so there is no chance
of water leakage at these points. The
right control is for the record/stop func-
tion, while the two on the left control fo-
cus and zoom.

The watertight question boils down to
the back of the housing, where there is
a special backplate. Instead of using a
large O-ring, Rankin went back to an
old concept developed with the first un-
derwater housings. The seal is based
on a gasket design but is in the shape of
an O-ring. Instead of using a single gas-
ket, Rankin molded three O-ring
shaped gaskets into the backplate to
ensure a perfect seal. This eliminates
the chance of loosing an O-ring.
According to the instructions that come
with the housing, you do not even have
to lubricate the gasket, as it may collect
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The magnetic switches on the left side
of the housing control focus and zoom.

debris on the gasket seal itself. The
backplate is held in place with four stain-
less steel clamps.

The backplate also contains a special
4x magnifier for those cameras that allow
you to remove the eyepiece. With the
camera eyepiece removed and the mag-
nifier in place, you will be able to see a
large, full screen preview image. If your
camera eyepiece is not removable the
magnifier can be easily moved to the side.

An optional backplate is also available
for those videographers who use color
viewers. This enlarged backplate attach-
es in the same manner but offers a much
larger viewing area.

Since dive travel to exotic locations
has become more popular, video cam-
eras and housings have had to become
more compact. With more baggage
weight restrictions on airlines, every
pound counts. Ballast does not come

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE
PHOENIX 10 VIDEO HOUSING

Construction:
Weight:
Length:
Diameter
Controls:

Depth:
Backplate seal:
Ports:

Optional ports:

Viewfinder

Molded PVC plastic
9 pounds
Approx. 12 inches
Approx. 7 inches
Record/stop, zoom,
manual focus
200 feet
Triple gasket
Macro, wide angle,
super wide angle
Hydrophone, video
out, light sync,
power in
Internal 4x magnifier

Phoenix 10: (with wide angle $995
port and standard back)

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Color backplate: $200
Color correction filter $99
Fluorescent light: $199
Twin halogen lights: $799

with the Phoenix 10 housing. Instead, a
special rubber boot at the base of the
housing is designed to take one, two or
three pound lead diving weights. When
you get to your destination, you merely

ask for a few more pounds of weight
than normal and return it at the trip's in-
evitable end.

To attach your camera, remove the
tray by sliding it back toward you. Ensure
your camera has a fully charged battery
and a new video cassette, set the camera
to Full Auto and then attach it with one
large bolt on the underside of the docking
tray. The camera is held in place with
small rubber bumps attached to the tray.

A short cord leads from the back of the
tray and plugs into the remote jack of the
camera. The end of this cord attaches to a
9-pin connector on the bottom of the tray.

As the docking tray slides into the housing
it slides under two screws in the front of
the housing. At the same time the male 9-
pin connector mates with a connector in
the back of the housing. This serves as
both the camera's electrical control and a
way to lock the camera into the housing to
prevent movement during the dive. Before
closing the housing, test all the camera
controls and attach the backplate, locking
the two opposite latches simultaneously.
Conduct a final test of the controls and
you are ready to make a dive.

With most video housings today, you
must decide before each dive if you are

It's a simple law of
Supply & Demand!

At the Ocean Corporation we
cannot supply enough of our graduates to meet the
demand! Find out how you can launch an exciting and

challenging career in commercial diving. Join one
of the few professions where the demand is

greater than the supply!

Find out more about
employment opportunities

in commercial diving.

Call:
1 -800-321 -0298

or call collect:
713-530-0202
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Attention j
Yacht Owners! c
• Introducing the diesel engine
driven version of the UTILUS 10
for SCUBA bottle refilling.
• The new diesel engine driven
UTILUS 10-D, complete with air
purification system and fill hose,
weighs just 145 Ibs. The unit is
designed for the yacht owning
scuba diver who wishes to have
a compressor on board.

The unit breaks
down into two
modules, each
with its own
handle for
transporting.

COMPRESSORS

BAUER COMPRESSORS, INC.
1328 Azalea Garden Road • Norfolk, Virginia 23502

Phone (804) 855-6006 • FAX (804) 857-1041

"16

offer you the best of world class diving in

Solomon Islands
• 120 ft. of air conditioned comfort
• Staterooms with full double bed

and private facilities

•12 years knowledge of Solomon
dive sites

• E6 Processing

M.V. Spirit of Solomon

• Diving • Food • Value for money • From $215.00 pp/per night
• All rated 5***** by Undercurrent

i Bilikiki Cruises Ltd. PO Box 876, Honiara.Solomon Islands. Ph (677) 20412 Fax (677) 23897
^ l_ I I O A O /•"»-.- — ̂ * 4 Of\f\ CCO COCO \/',ftf^f^ Aisoi'/oK/s\In USA & Canada 1-800-663-5363. Video Available

/ Call the Dive Experts
1-800-DIVXPRT

Sees Sea
S: TRAVEL SERVICE. INC

415-434-3400
FAX: 415-434-3409

Poseidon
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Ventures
DIVING TOUR SPECIALISTS

1800-854-9334
714-644-5344

FAX 714-644-5392

TROPICAL
ADUENTURES

TRAVEL
20 years experience

800-247-3483
WA 206-441-3483
FAX 206-441-5431

Solomon Airlines
800-677-4277

CA 310-670-7302
FAX 310-338-0708

PHOENIX 10

going to use a correction filter. The prob-
lem arises when you find great subjects
at both 60 feet and 10 feet. If you don't
use a filter, the subject at 10 feet is good
but the images at 60 feet are very blue. If
you did use the filter, the images at 60
feet would be great but the images taken
at 10 feet would be red. With the
Phoenix 10, the filter attaches to the

The Sony camcorder is attached to a
docking tray and secured in the housing.

The backplate of the Phoenix 10 housing is
sealed with three O-ring shaped gaskets.

front of the housing itself. It can be re-
moved underwater, so you can shoot
with or without it. This special external fil-
ter has a unique mounting system and
must be purchased from Rankin
Industries.

If you prefer to manually focus your
camera, you can set it to manual focus
before you load it into the housing. Then
set the control on the left side to focus
mode and manual focus is then accom-
plished with the zoom control.

Three ports are available for the
Phoenix 10 video housing. The standard
port that comes with the housing is a
wide angle port and is used for general
photography. A special flat port is avail-
able for macro that makes subjects ap-
pear bigger. If you dive in dirty water, a
special super wide port is available. With
this port you can achieve greater clarity.

Four optional electronic ports are
available for connection at the base of
the housing. These ports allow electrical
connections between the camera and

(Continued on Page 44)
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.W Fishers' PULSE 8X is
the highest performance
hand held pulse-induction
metal detector that money

can buy.
-Jack Fisher. President

T^H ./. W . Fishers Mfg.. Inc.

"The PULSE 8X detects
all metals, on land or

underwater, and
features ear

phone, meter
i read-out, and
interchangeable

coils. The best
on the market,
it's the choice

of the pros."

JW
FISHERS ..

Ctllfor a free
iittiiliij; nrto
order our
demonstration

J.W. Fishers Mfg., Inc.
65 Anthony Street. Berkely, MA 02779
(800)822-4744 Tel. (508)822-7330

./,,, FAX: (508)880-8949 or 822-1931

»154

Sometimes...
Dreams Come True
The Palau Pacific Resort captures the

spirit and culture of the islands with
the luxury and facilities of a world class
resort. Let Splash, our PADI 5 Star
Dive Center guide you on some of the
most exciting SCUBA diving and
snorkeling in the world. Come visit and
see why the Palau Pacific Resort is like
no other Island dream.

palau pacific Resort

1-800-DIV PALAU
Fax:415-442-0289

ADUENTUREEXPRESS
OSD/AD1994

TECHNIFACTS

minum cylinders and only under special
circumstances for steel tanks.

The important message you should
get from this Technifacts is that you
must take care of your dive tanks. They
must be used, inspected and carefully
maintained if they are to serve you safely
for the rest of your life.

Be with us next month for information
on how to get the best and the most out
of your dive tanks. It could save a life—
yours.

PHOENIX 10
(Continued from Page 34)

hydrophone, video out, lights or external
power. If you decide to add one of these
ports after you purchase the Phoenix
10, you can send it back to the factory
and have it retrofit to accommodate the
accessory.

Rankin Industries also offers two types
of video lights for the Phoenix 10 hous-
ing. If you want an inexpensive lighting
system with disposable batteries, a sin-
gle fluorescent light is available. For
more professional lighting, a twin set of
halogen lights with rechargeable batter-
ies can be purchased as optional equip-
ment. With the halogen lighting system,
an electrical connection to the housing
can either be made at the time of pur-
chase or retrofitted later. A unique fea-
ture of these lighting systems is the abili-
ty to conserve power. When the camera
is in standby, the lights turn off. When
record is started, the lights come on.

It is obvious by looking at the Phoenix
10 that much thought, testing and con-
cern for the videographer's needs took
place before the final mold was cast.
There are no loose wires hanging around,
no O-rings to grease and no extra hole
penetrations. It comes with a built-in wide
angle lens and its heavy duty, light weight
plastic helps avoid saltwater corrosion. All
this and a price tag of $995. So, what are
you waiting for? Call sales manager Dan
Turner at Rankin Industries at (800) 297-
9111 for more information.

SHARKS YOU SHOULD
KNOW
(Continued from Page 18)

Mackerel off the boat so he and Bill
Gleason jumped in. Thinking he might
photograph the Mackerel, Al put a
50mm lens on his camera.

The divers were drifting about 25 to 30
feet under the boat when the huge

Dive
Grand Turk
Turks &Caicos?

It's like the islands
20years ago...
No Crowds
NoCondos—
Just GREAT DIVING!

If that's what you're looking
for then dive the pristine
Walls with...

BLUE WATER DIVERS
• Small groups that are

relaxed, friendly & personal-
just like your stay at...

SALT RAKER INN

•A 12 room, Beachfront hotel

Come see why Grand
Turk offers "the best
diving in the
Turks & Caicos!"

• 130

BELIZE
1-800-BLUE HOLE
• Guess Who has taken more

divers safely to the Blue Hole than
any other dive operator?

• Guess Which is the oldest boat
operator running more trips to
Lighthouse Reei than any other
dive operator?

• Guess Who has the best
"Ambiance and Great Diving"
packages combining San Pedro fun
with Offshore Atolls?

• Guess Who has week long casual
live-aboard trips where you dive all
the atolls at half the price?

• Guess What a great informative
U.S. Booking office with dive
experience can do for you?

Call us for info
and to book
your best
dive trip ever!!
800-258-3465
(303)586-6020
FAX: (303) 586-6134
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